Liz Franklin, author, speaker and organizer, was apparently gene-spliced with the
DNA of a wacky comedienne. She has been doubling and tripling people’s incomes
since 1979, and she does it all with humor.
Liz works with individuals, corporations, associations and businesses of all sizes,
offering her unusual brand of humor and income-increasing tips.
Audiences everywhere love Liz’s fast wit, her willingness to work in the trenches
with them, and her wise, hilarious advice.
Laughter is Liz’s language, solving business problems neatly and quickly is her
method.
Liz and her organizing book have been featured on MSNBC, KGO, Oprah radio, The
Dr. Laura Show, and many more. Her books and columns have appeared all over
the world, both in print and online as well as in the media.
To book Liz Franklin call Executive Speakers Bureau at 901-754-9404.

Liz Franklin
Speech Topics
Time Management
Small Business
Personal Growth
Organizational Skills
Marketing
Management

Testimonials
“Liz was engaging, humorous, and focused. She effectively captured the
attention of our diverse audience. Her strategies were tactical, relevant, and
easy to apply. Most importantly, her strategies gave the group the tools needed
to focus on improving their businesses. Liz was a pleasure to work with on a
professional level. She was timely, responsive, and worked with us to tailor her
tips for our audience.”
- Avon Products, NY, NY.

"Liz conducted her workshop for about 50 employees at EBMUD last spring,
and we can see the results. Attendees, warmed up by her disarming directness
and humor, were particularly pleased by the practicality and simplicity of her
techniques! Her emphasis on identifying our own personal style made the tasks
eminently do-able, even satisfying … and even worked on me! Although it’s
difficult to put an overall dollar value on our obvious gained efficiencies, the
benefits ultimately extend beyond reduced cost and reduced stress—PRICELESS!”
- East Bay Municipal Utilities District, Oakland, CA.
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